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NGS at PHS
 4 Solexa Instruments deployed at PHS

 2 cores/geographic locations: 3 PCPGM, 1 MGH
 1 Additional machine in 6 months

 ( 2 Helicos Systems in testing )
 3.0TB per instrument per week
 Pre-analysis pipeline developed and maintained 

by ERIS
 Within HPC environment
 Test new base callers/assemblers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next generation sequencing has multiple experimental uses: whole genome sequencing, comparative genomics or population genotyping, population expression profiles.



Distribution of Service
 One 

Bioinformaticist
 Able to care/feed 

pipeline, deliver 
alignments

 Investigators 
primarily perform 
further analysis

 Since Jan 09
 283 alignments
 145 raw data
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Applications
Category Examples of applications 

Complete genome resequencing
Comprehensive polymorphism and mutation discovery in 
individual human genomes 

Reduced representation sequencing  Large-scale polymorphism discovery  
Targeted genomic resequencing Targeted polymorphism and mutation discovery  
Paired end sequencing  Discovery of inherited and acquired structural variation  
Metagenomic sequencing  Discovery of infectious and commensal flora  

Transcriptome sequencing  

Quantification of gene expression and alternative  splicing; 
transcript annotation; discovery of transcribed  SNPs or 
somatic mutations  

Small RNA sequencing  microRNA profiling  

Sequencing of bisulfite-treated DNA  
Determining patterns of cytosine methylation in genomic 
DNA

Chromatin immunoprecipitation–
sequencing (ChIP-Seq)  Genome-wide mapping of protein-DNA interactions  

Nuclease fragmentation and sequencing Nucleosome positioning  
Molecular barcoding Multiplex sequencing of samples from multiple individuals

Adopted from Shendure & Ji, Nat Biotech 2008
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Next-generation sequencing technology is being used for a wide variety of applications that were earlier impossible, time-consuming or very expensive. These include and are not limited to whole-genome resequencing, targeted resequencing, gene expression studies, ChIP-Seq studies (transcription factor binding site studies), small RNA sequencing, histone, and methylation studies. 



Experimental Applications
 Targeted genomic re-

sequencing
 Reference alignment

 Small RNA sequencing
 Serial Analysis of Gene 

Expression (SAGE)
 Chip-Seq
 Currently multi-plexing
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First step in these applications is the generation of short reads ranging from 36 to 500 bp depending on the platforms used. Currently three major commercial technologies are available; Illumina Genome Analyzer (Solexa), Roche 454, and ABI SOLiD, each one with its own advantages and disadvantages. These short reads are then processed appropriately for various applications. For example, de-novo assembly is done for whole-genome resequencing and can be subsequently used for identifying SNPs, short read alignments are done to identify SNPs and Indels for whole and targeted resequencing applications, tag counts are made for gene expression analysis, and small RNA detections. Besides, samples are often pooled with indexes at the end of the short reads to enable faster, and economic sequencing of large number of samples. This is especially done for sequencing similar samples prepared under different experimental conditionsThe past several years have seen an accelerating flurry of publicationsin which next-generation sequencing is applied for a variety of goals(Table 2). Important applications include: (i) full-genome resequencingor more targeted discovery of mutations or polymorphisms (Box4); (ii) mapping of structural rearrangements, which may includecopy number variation, balanced translocation breakpoints and chromosomalinversions; (iii) ‘RNA-Seq’, analogous to expressed sequencetags (EST) or serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE), where shotgunlibraries derived from mRNA or small RNAs are deeply sequenced; thecounts corresponding to individual species can be used for quantificationover a broad dynamic range, and the sequences themselves can beused for annotation (e.g., splice junctions and transcript boundaries);(iv) large-scale analysis of DNA methylation, by deep sequencing ofbisulfite-treated DNA; (v) ‘ChIP-Seq’, or genome-wide mapping ofDNA-protein interactions, by deep sequencing of DNA fragmentspulled down by chromatin immunoprecipitation. Over the next fewyears, the list of applications will undoubtedly grow, as will the sophisticationwith which existing applications are carried out.



Partial list of Analysis Tools 
Program Categories Program Categories 
Cross_match  Alignment  Edena Assembly  
ELAND  Alignment  Euler-SR  Assembly  
Exonerate  Alignment  SHARCGS  Assembly  

MAQ  
Alignment and variant 
detection  SHRAP  Assembly  

Mosaik  Alignment  SSAKE  Assembly  
RMAP  Alignment  vCAKE  Assembly  
SHRiMP  Alignment  velvet  Assembly  
SOAP  Alignment  PyroBayes  Base caller  
SSAHA2  Alignment  PbShort  variant detection  

SXOligoSearch  Alignment  ssahaSNP variant detection  
ALLPATHS  Assembly  

From: http://seqanswers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=43
And  http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Users/lh3/seq-nt.html
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Current Analysis Tools 
Program Purpose
Cross_match (David Gordon) Alignment
ELAND (Illumina) Alignment
MAQ (Sanger) Alignment and Variant detection
VAAL (Broad MIT) Alignment and Variant detection

Commercial Program Purpose
GenomeQuest Variant detection, de-novo 

assembly, tag counts
Genomatix Variant detection, de-novo 

assembly, tag counts, and 
transcription factor analysis

CLCBio -Same-
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At PCPGM, we primarily perform runs for genomic resequencing (targeted), small RNA sequencing, and SAGE (Serial Analysis of Gene Expression) analysis using our Illumina Genome Analyzers. Our users typically write their own scripts to analyze data or use one of the most common open source programs listed below.



Challenges
 Alignment of short reads
 Lack of standards for cross-comparisons
 Choosing the right algorithms for 

sequencing applications



Challenges—alignment of reads
 Blast/Blat do not work well
 Commercial and open-source algorithms

 Strength/weakness :: speed/quality

 Evaluation of each algorithm for specific 
purpose
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For example some applications such as mutation detection can tolerate higher error rates whereas other applications such as SAGE cannot. As the field matures and the quality of data improves, the researches will tend towards a single common algorithm for alignment. However, until then, we need to use appropriate algorithms keeping in mind the actual genomic application of the sequence.



Challenge—lack of standards
 Comparing quality of bases across 

platforms/versions/alignments
 Accepted practice: convert all qualities to 

phred-like scores 
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Lack of standards for cross-comparison: Currently there is no standard way of comparing the quality of bases output by the different platforms and its versions. Standardization of the base quality becomes a critical issue when upgrades are made and experiments are performed on different platforms. Currently the accepted practice is to convert all qualities back to phred-like scores for easy comparison. Though this might be useful, a standard score representing next-gen-based sequences needs to be developed.



Challenge—the right algorithm
 Standard comparisons
 One algorithm, specific application
 Best practice: experimentation
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Choosing the right algorithms for post-sequencing applications a challenge: Though a number of algorithms have been developed for several next-gen applications, a standard comparison and single widely accepted algorithm for a specific application has been lacking. The field is going through the same path that micorarray technology underwent during its development. Best practice currently is to experiment with various algorithms and pick the right one that fits for a researcher’s specific need. 
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